A digraph D is said to be an m-coloured digraph, if its arcs are coloured with m colours. A directed path (or a directed cycle) is called monochromatic if all of its arcs are coloured alike.
Introduction
For general concepts we refer the reader to [1] . Let D be a digraph; V (D) and A(D) will denote the sets of vertices and arcs of D respectively. An arc (u 1 , u 2 ) of D will be called an S 1 S 2 -arc whenever u 1 ∈ S 1 and u 2 ∈ S 2 ; D[S 1 ] will denote the subdigraph of D induced by S 1 ; S 1 ⊆ V (D). A set I ⊆ V (D) is independent if A(D[I]) = ∅. A kernel N of D is an independent set of vertices such that for each z ∈ (V (D) − N ) there exists a zN -arc in D. A digraph D is called a kernel-perfect digraph when every induced subdigraph of D has a kernel.
Clearly D has a kernel iff the m-coloured digraph D where every two different arcs have different colours has a kernel by monochromatic paths. Sufficient conditions for the existence of a kernel in a digraph have been investigated by several authors, namely von Neumann and Morgenstern [15] , Richardson [12] , Duchet and Meyniel [5] and Galeana-Sánchez and Neumann-Lara [6] . The concept of kernel is very useful in applicatios, and clearly the concept of kernel by monochromatic paths generalizes that of kernel. Suffucient conditions for the existence of kernels by monochromatic paths in m-coloured digraphs also have been investigated by several authors; see by example [7] , [9] , [10] , [13] , [14] . The composition of a family of graphs β = (G v ) v∈V (G) over a graph G was introduced in [3] and its definition was extended to digraphs in [16] . The existence of kernels in the composition σ(D, α) of a family of digraphs α = (α v ) v∈V (D) over a digraph D was studied in [8] , and the result was used to prove the existence of kernel-perfect digraphs with arbitrarily large dichromatic number whose underlying graphs have no triangles.
In this paper we study the existence of kernels by monchromatic paths in the composition σ(D, α) of a family of edge coloured digraphs (α v ) v∈V (D) = α over an edge coloured digraph D.
The duplication of a vertex of a graph was introduced in [4] , and in [11] was given the definition of the duplication of a subset of vertices of a graphs as a generalization of the duplication of a vertex of a graph. This definition can be applied to edge coloured digraphs as follows: a vertex x ∈ B will be denoted by x . THe duplication of D over B is the edge coloured digraph denoted D B and defined as follows:
We will denote B = V (B D ). A vertex x ∈ B (resp. a subset S ⊆ B ) we will called the copy of the vertex x ∈ B (resp. the copy of the subset S ⊆ B). The vertex x (resp. the subset S) will be named the original of the vertex x (resp. of the subset S ).
We will denote by Proy the function Proy :
The existence of kernels in the duplication of a digraph D has been studied in [2] . In this paper we study the existence of kernels by monochromatic paths in the duplication of an edge coloured digraph D over a proper subset of vertices of V (D).
Also we consider an extension of the concept of kernel perfectness of a digraph and obtain a large variety of monochromatic kernel-perfect digraphs. Proof: First observe that from definition of Proy(T ); we may assume that there are no two consecutive vertices of T belonging to the same digraph α v for some v ∈ V (D). And we may assume Proy(T ) is not a single vertex.
We proceed by induction of (T ). From our assumption we have (T ) ≥ 2. If (T ) = 2, then T = (x 0 , x 1 ,
, u = v (recall the initial assumption); hence from the definition of Proy; we have Proy(T ) = (v, u, v) a directed cycle in D. Suppose that for any directed path Y of σ(D, α) with (T ) < n we have Proy(Y ) is a join of directed cycles in D. Let T = (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n ) be a directed path in σ(D, α) with (T ) = n and {x 0 , x n } ⊆ V (α v ), for some v ∈ V (D); we will prove that Proy(T ) is a join of directed cycles.
Let j = min{k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} | there exists r < k, r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} with {x k ,
If j = n, then x 0 and x n are the only two vertices of T which are in the same α v (for some v ∈ V (D)), thus from the definition of Proy; we have Proy(T ) is a directed cycle of D.
If j < n and i = 0, then
, and (T 1 ) < n, (T 2 ) < n. Thus from the inductive hypothesis Proy(T i ) is a joint of directed cycle of D and Proy(T ) is also a join of directed cycles of D.
If j < n and i > 0, then
. , x n ) is a directed path of σ(D, α) whose length is less than n; so from the inductive hypothesis Proy ((x 0 , . . . , x i , x j+1 , . . . , x n )) is a join of directed cycles of D.
Theorem 2.1. Let D be an edge coloured digraph which has no monochromatic directed cycle and α = (α v ) v∈V (D) a family of edge coloured pairwise vertex disjoint digraphs.
Proof: Let N ⊆ V (D) be a kernel by monochromatic paths of D; and N v a kernel by monochromatic paths of α v , v ∈ N . We will prove that N * = v∈N N v is a kernel by monochromatic paths of σ(D, α).
(a) N * is absorbent by monochromatic paths.
When
(b) N * is independent by monochromatic paths. We proceed by contradiction, suppose that there exist x 0 , x n ∈ N * and a x 0 x nmonochromatic directed path, say T = (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n ) contained in σ(D, α). We consider two possible cases:
When T ⊆ α v , we have from Lemma 2.1 that Proy(T ) is a join of monochromatic directed cycles contained in D, contradicting our hypothesis on D.
In this case, it follows from definition of N * that x 0 ∈ N v and x n ∈ N u with {u, v} ⊆ N . Since T is monochromatic, We have that Proy(T ) contains a vu-monochromatic path, which is contained in D, contradicting that N is a kernel by monochromatic paths of D. We conclude that N * is a kernel by monochromatic paths. Now let N * be a kernel by monochromatic paths of σ(D, α). We will prove that N =
N is absorbent by monochromatic paths.
Let v ∈ (V (D) − N ) and z 0 ∈ V (α v ) be; since v / ∈ N we have that z 0 / ∈ N * ; thus there exists a monochromatic directed path T = (z 0 , . . . , z n ) with z n ∈ N * ; now, z n ∈ V (α u ) for some u ∈ V (D); moreover from the definition of N we have u ∈ N ; and then Proy(T ) contains a vu-monochromatic directed path with u ∈ N .
N is independent by monochromatic paths. We proceed by contradiction, suppose that there exist v 0 , v n ∈ N and a v 0 v n -
we have from the definition of σ(D, α) that (z 0 , z 1 , . . . , z n ) is a z 0 z n -monochromatic directed path with {z 0 , z n } ⊆ N * , a contradiction. Now; let v ∈ V (D) be such that N * ∩V (α v ) = ∅. We will prove that N v = N * ∩V (α v ) is a kernel by monochromatic paths of α v .
N v is independent by monochromatic paths. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that there exist u, v ∈ N v , u = v, and a monochromatic directed path T between them, with T ⊆ α v ; clearly T ⊆ σ(D, α) and {u, v} ⊆ N * , a contradiction (as N * is independent by monochromatic paths in σ(D, α)).
N is absorbent by monochromatic paths. α) ) − N * ); thus there exists z ∈ N * and a uz-monochromatic directed path T ⊆ σ(D, α). Let T = (u = u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u n = z) be. We will prove that T ⊆ α v . When u n = z ∈ V (α v ); it follows from Lemma 2.1 that Proy(T ) is a single vertex i.e., T ⊆ α v ; otherwise D contains a monochromatic directed cycle, contradicting our hypothesis on D. When u n / ∈ V (α v ); we have u n ∈ α w for some w ∈ V (D) and w ∈ N * . Now take x ∈ N * v (recall N * ∩ α v = ∅); it follows from the definition of α(D, α) that (x, u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n = z) is a xz-monochromatic directed path in σ(D, α) with x = z, x, z ∈ N * , a contradiction. 
This Lemma is a directed consequence of the definition of φ and the definition of the duplication of D over B. Proof: Let D, B and D B be as in the hypothesis and suppose that D has a kernel by monochromatic paths, say N .
We consider two possible cases:
In this case we will prove that N is a kernel by monochromatic paths of D B . N is independent by monochromatic paths in D B . Let x, y ∈ N ; x = y and assume by contradiction that there exists an xy-monochromatic directed path T = (x = x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n = y) contained in D B .
, and from Lemma 2.1 φ −1 (T ) is an xy-monochromatic directed path contained in D, contradicting that N is independent by monochromatic paths. When V (T ) ∩ B = ∅, we denote I = V (T ) ∩ B; say I = {x i 1 , x i 2 , . . . , x i k }, i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i k , also we denote by T (I) = (x 0 , . . . , x i 1 −1 , x i 1 , x i 1 +1 , . . . , x i 2 −1 , x i 2 , . . . , x n = y) (the succesion obtained from T by substituting x i j , for x i j in T , for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}). Let Z = N ∩ B be, and denote by Z = {z ∈ B D | z ∈ Z}. We will prove that N * = N ∪ Z is a kernel by monochromatic paths of D B . N * is independent by monochromatic paths. Let x, y ∈ N * , x = y, and assume by contradiction that there exists an xymonochromatic directed path T = (x = x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n = y) contained in D B . Here we consider several possible cases:
. . , x i k } be and denote by y i j the original of x i j (i.e., y i j = ψ −1 (x i j ). Now let T be the succession obtained from T by substituting each x i j for y i j . It follows from the definition of ψ and from the definition of D B that T contains an xy-monochromatic directed path contained in D, with x, y ∈ N , a contradiction.
Case 2.b. x ∈ N , y ∈ Z and x / ∈ B. In this case we proceed as in Case 2.a to get a contradiction.
Case 2.c. x ∈ N ∩ B, y ∈ Z . When x is the original vertex of y, taking the succession T defined in Case 2.a we have that T contains a monochromatic directed cycle, contradicting our hypothesis on D; as T ⊆ D.
When x is not the original vertex of y; taking again the succession T defined in Case 2.a, we have that T contains an xz-monochromatic direct path, where z is the original vertex of y and x, z ∈ N with x = z, contradicting that N is independent by monochromatic paths.
Case 2.d. x, y ∈ Z . Let x (resp. y) the original vertex of x (resp. y); clearly; in this case T (defined in Case 2.a) contains an xy-monochromatic directed path which is contained in D; with x = y, x, y ∈ N , a contradiction. So, we conclude that N * is independent by monochromatic paths. Now we prove that N * is absorbent by monochromatic paths. Let z ∈ (V (D B ) − N * ). When z ∈ B , we have z = y where y ∈ B is the original vertex of z. Since N is a kernel by monochromatic paths of D; there exists a yNmonochromatic directed path in D, say, T = (y = x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n ); thus T = (y = z, x 1 , . . . , x n ) is a zN * -monochromatic directed path contained in D B . When z / ∈ B , we have z ∈ (V (D) − N ) and there exists a zN -monochromatic directed path contained in D; say, T . Clearly T is a zN * -monochromatic directed path contained in D B .
We conclude that N * is a kernel by monochromatic paths of D B . Now suppose that D B has a kernel by monochromatic paths ; and let N * be a kernel by monochromatic paths of D B . We will prove that D has a kernel by monochromatic paths.
Let Z = N * ∩ V (B D ) be an Z the original of Z , when Z = ∅ we define Z = ∅. Denote by N = (N * − Z ) ∪ Z. We will show that N is a kernel by monochromatic paths of D.
N is independent by monochromatic paths in D. Assume by contradiction that there exist x, y ∈ N ; x = y; and an xy-monochromatic directed path T = (x = x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n = y) contained in D.
Let x and y be defined as follows: x = x if x ∈ (N * −Z ) and x is the copy of x if x ∈ Z, y = y if y ∈ (N * − Z * ) and y is the copy of y if y ∈ Z. Clearly T = (x, x 1 , . . . , x n−1 , y) is a monochromatic directed path in D B with x = y and x, y ∈ N * , a contradiction.
N is absorbent by monochromatic paths in D.
Let z ∈ (V (D) − N ) be, then from the definition of N , we have z ∈ (V (D B ) − N ), thus there exists a zN * -monochromatic directed path, say T = (z = x 0 , x 1 , . . . ,
; y i j the original vertex of x i j and T the succession obtained from T by substituting x i j for y i j for each 1 ≤ j ≤ k in T . Clearly T contains a zN -monochromatic directed path, and T ⊆ D.
We conclude that N is absorbent by monochromatic paths.
Monochromatic kernel perfectness of the composition and the duplication
The following definition is a generalization of the concept of kernel perfectness of a digraph. Proof: Clearly; an edge coloured digraph D is a locally monochromatic kernel perfect digraph iff each induced subdigraph of D is a locally monochromatic kernel perfect digraph. Thus; if D B is a locally monochromatic kernel perfect digraph then D is a locally monochromatic kernel perfect digraph. Now suppose that D is a locally monochromatic kernel perfect digraph; and let A ⊆ V (D B ). We will prove that D B [A] has a kernel by monochromatic paths. Here we consider two possible cases:
and since D[A] has a kernel by monochromatic paths; it follows that D B [A] has a kernel by monochromatic paths. )) and then there exists a z ∈ (N ∪ Z )-monochromatic directed path, say T = (z = x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n ); if T ∩ (C − E) = {x i 1 , . . . , x i k } then let T be the succession obtained from T by substituting each x i j , 1 ≤ j ≤ k for its copy x i j in C . Since D has no monochromatic directed cycles we have x i j / ∈ V (T ) for each 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Therefore from the definition of D B we have T is a monochromatic directed path contained in D B [E ∪ C ] from z to (N ∪ Z ). We conclude that N ∪ Z is a kernel by monochromatic paths of D B [E ∪ C ].
